
Our main focus is air-to-water heat pumps and geothermal  
heat pumps, delivering our clients pool heating, hydronic heating, 
hot water and hot and cold air delivery systems.

We also aim to find the highest standard of contractors and suppliers 
in Australia. We work with Geothermal Industries, Australia’s elite 
drilling company.

Geothermal is extremely innovative and exciting for Australia,  
using the earth as a battery to extract (for heating) and reject  
(in cooling) energy into the earth via horizontal or vertical pipes  
into the ground. That’s where our paths crossed with Ductus!

“Ductus, a partner of ALP Italy (manufacturer of ALP lightweight 
ducting systems), had the products that fitted with our business 
philosophy. Ductus had exactly what we needed: a light-weight, 
low pressure loss duct system that we could manufacture at 
our factory, knowing that wait times and incorrect orders 
can sometimes make or break the large projects we are 
involved in”, says James O’Neill, Project manager for the 
CWL Group.

“We now have the ability to design the duct work  
systems, manufacture on our state-of-the art CNC 
machine and deliver to site flat-packed same day,  
for our technicians to be able to build and install, on 
the same day, enabling our projects to run smoothly 
and hassle free”.

Ductus’ variety of products, sizes and accessories meant that CWL 
Group can cater from small residential jobs to large scale commercial 
work. CWL Group seeks out the latest innovations in HVAC, offering 
its clients state-of-the-art energy efficient climate systems that are 
comfortable and extremely cost efficient.

“With over 45 years’ experience in the mechanical, plumbing  
and HVAC industries at the CWL Group we believe in delivering  
the highest standard of work from the very start of any project.  
We believe designing any system is a two-way process and strongly 
engaging our clients to determine exact comfort needs”, says  
Clayton Long, Managing director of the CWL Group.

“We ensure all our work, whether seen in a plantroom, buried in the 
ground, or in a ceiling space is installed to the very highest standard. 
Our passion is energy efficiency and designing and installing systems 

that will keep our clients comfortable and their energy bills low”.

“We are extremely excited to become an ALP distributor  
for Ductus in NSW. We believe the ALP duct board is the 

future, with its ease of transportation and with the ability 
to make minor adjustments on site ALP’s capabilities 

seem endless. We welcome any enquiries for our 
systems and ductwork design and supply service”.

You can find more information on the Ductus  
website www.ductus.com.au under the media  
and downloads tab or sales@ductus.com.au or, refer 
to CWL Group directly at www.cwlgroup.com.au
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At CWL Group, we are a design and construct heating and cooling company. 
We focus on delivering the most energy efficient and comfortable  

climate systems for our clients.


